VARTA®
PARTNER PORTAL

BUILD LONG-TERM
CUSTOMER LOYALTY

GAIN EXPERT
KNOWLEDGE

You can now find all VARTA services under one roof.
Here is a selection of the main services, but there is
much more to discover on our online platform:

1
INCREASE BATTERY
SALES UP TO 25 %

BENEFIT FROM
A STRONG AND
TRUSTED BRAND

www.varta-partner-portal.com

BATTERY
FINDER

If you need to find the right battery for a specific vehicle, its
exact location or detailed installation instructions, the completely redesigned and optimised Battery Finder is for you!

2

BATTERY WORLD
PROFESSIONAL

The Battery World Professional library has been updated
with even more valuable articles. Enjoy all kinds of battery
content – from the essentials to expert know-how.

3
We provide you with continious marketing support: profit from our seasonal advertising
materials and sales support packages to boost your business.

PRODUCT
PAGES

On the Product Range page, you can find an overview of all
passenger car and heavy commercial batteries.

4

BATTERY TESTCHECK PROGRAM

Register now and enjoy the following advantages:

+ Your workshop will be visible in the

Partner Search, driving traffic to your
business

+ Protect your customers from having
a car breakdown

+ Benefit from seasonal communication

packages to better support your customers

+ Be part of exclusive trainings and marketing
campaigns

Test every battery. Join the VARTA Battery Test-Check Program and get the power
to become a Battery Expert!

United Kingdom
Clarios UK
Suite 5, Building 6,
Croxley Park
Watford
Herts WD18 8YH

Test more – sell more. Join our successful Battery Test-Check program with all its benefits.
https://www.varta-partner-portal.com/en-GB/battery-test-check-program

www.varta-partner-portal.com

VARTA®
BATTERY TEST-CHECK
PROGRAM

It all starts with

www.varta-partner-portal.com

It all starts with

1

NOTICE THAT THE ROLE OF
BATTERIES HAS CHANGED

Let’s get right into it: Today’s cars are apps on wheels. Batteries have to power several electronic
onboard devices such as air conditioning, GPS, infotainment systems, not to mention the startstop technology that’s standard in most cars nowadays. That´s why it is so important to check
the battery regularly.

2

TEST EVERY CAR
COMING IN ON THE RAMP

As the latest ADAC breakdown statistic shows: 46 % of car breakdowns are caused by the battery.
So it’s better to detect a weak battery before it fails and keep your customers on the road to protect
them from additional costs and hassle. Offer a free Battery Test-Check to all your customers.
Empty or defective batteries

46 %

Engine problems

16 %

Defects in steering, brakes,
chassis or actuator stem

14 %

3

Imagine a customer is coming into your
workshop and just wants you to check the oil:
Take the chance to offer a free VARTA® Battery
Test-Check to built long-term customer loyalty.

Reasons for calling the ADAC
2020, in percent

Battery testing in conventional cars is quick
and easy. All you need is a battery tester.
Battery testing in Start-Stop vehicles is much
more complicated. 50 % of modern vehicles
have a complex battery location. But with the
VARTA Partner Portal you will directly find the
battery to get your test started as quickly as
in conventional vehicles.

A detailed test result hung on the rear-view
mirror documents the procedure and displays
the result and your recommendation.

Your customers feel well-advised and will be
able to rely on a properly functioning battery.
That will strengthen the customer’s loyalty to
your workshop.

CREATE NEW BUSINESS AND
INCREASE YOUR SALES

As our Battery Test-Check program shows: It´s worth testing
every battery. Because 37 % of all tested batteries are in weak
condition and should be replaced immediately. Since 8 out
of 10 drivers follow the workshop´s recommendation, testing
every battery can lead to a sales increase of up to 25 %*.

WHAT BATTERIES DO …

+ Provide energy for the ignition circuit
+ Start the vehicle
+ Power onboard electronic equipment
+ Enable Start-Stop functionality leading
to fuel savings

+ Buffer currents going into the vehicle
through e.g. brake recuperation

Source
Varta® Partner Portal by B2B International / YTD October 21

Conventional
SLI
Good condition:
unlimited performance

AND WHY THEY FAIL …

+ Short-distance driving
+ Extreme temperatures
+ Car has not been used for a few weeks
+ Defective charging system
+ Wrong battery technology for the car
+ Battery age

Start-Stop
AGM/EFB

Pay special attention
Does your costumer recognize:

When testing a conventional battery, you
can rely on the test result. When it comes
to Start-Stop vehicles, pay special attention.
Recommend a battery exchange when the
result shows “weak condition” and there are
any irregularities in the performance.*

If you need to change the battery of a very
complex car or a car with Start-Stop technology,
turn to our VARTA Partner Portal, where you
get quick support in finding the right battery,
fitment instructions, OBD and diagnostic
markers.

* Most testers are not able to measure the reserve capacity (Ah) and the charge acceptance (CA) that are crucial for a reliable test
result of AGM and EFB batteries. Tests show that 8 out of 10 AGM batteries should have been replaced immediately while the tester
still showed ”weak condition“.

Weak condition:
limited performance

Bad condition:
replace now!
Start not guaranteed

+ Irregularities regarding
Start-Stop moments?

+ Decreased fuel savings?
+ Limited comfort functions?
If one or more statements
apply, recommend to replace
the battery!

